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I met Ward Morehouse's in 1988 at the meetings that resulted in the formation of 

The Other Economic Summit  (TOES)/US. Like Ward I have spend time in India 

and see him in the context of its Gandhian tradition.Since 1988 I witnessed  

his political-spiritual practice that, like Gandhi, was based upon the inclusion of 

the last man as the meaning of social justice. Ward is not just another American 

radical democrat, he was more than that. His critical mind was fused to a radical

 heart and he provides us with a model for not only knowing the truth but being

 the truth in action.

Ward's practice was a political-spiritual practice of  fostering life-giving 

community by acting to create inclusivity, universality and concrete life options. 

This is a spiritually engaged practice that in India is recognized as participating i

in a sacred reality.I came to understand that Ward had gone through a personal- 

political transformation when he recognized the ungovernability of the

 transnational corporations (TNC's) in the Bhopal catastrophe when Union 

Carbide-Dow Chemical hid the truth about the toxics and refused to take 

responsibility for human suffering. After this he insisted that the truth come out

 and that resulted in years of non-violent actions and personal sacrifices.

Ward was a consummate catalyst for creating spaces for people to identify and 

begin to resist the "bars of their corporate cages," a reference to Daniel Quinn's 

gorilla Ishmael who pointed out that most colonized people do not see the bars 

that enslave them. Ward always worked with groups, making friends and 

community bonds and ultimately had many sets of friends all over the world 

who were his associates in thought and  action. I was always amazed 

when I got his e-mailed travel plans and friends names. Last year we, my wife, 

Tula Tsalis, and myself, attended an international commons conference in Berlin 

and we mentioned to Maud Barlow that we were friends of Ward Morehouse; the 

warmth that we received after that revealed the high esteem Ward has 



among world citizen leaders. Ward's insights into the inter-relations of national 

and international governance where informed by multiple civilizational 

perspectives and personal friendships. He used these diverse frames as tools 

and took every opportunity to  help collect and connect  resistors into wider 

social movements. This is why Vadana Shiva called him a "gentle giant who 

helped create the foundations for new planetary social movements."

He was central to our work in The Other Economic Summit (TOES) and we were 

instrumental in making many people aware of corporate control over the world 

trade agreements which Ward non-violently opposed by civil action in Seattle.

Ward expanded and generalized the tool of people's tribunals  in many places as

citizen grass roots forms for the resistance to corporate crimes - I took part 

in these in Japan, the UN and the US Social Forum in Atlanta. He was constantly

 collecting existing norms for citizen's monitoring  of corporate accountability 

and was striving  to create a codification of people's law that would include legal 

tools and normative conventions and principles from many pieces and places. I 

hope this collection could be shared and continued.

Now that "globalization" has precipitated a convergence of catastrophes 

(ecological, economic, political, moral)  that go beyond all institutional capacities 

to "manage" Ward recognized that this constituted a new level of complex 

crisis requiring a new level of mobilization. Ward and Carolyn, and many others 

here, were seeking to bring people together to catalyze wider resistances via 

connections of international NGO's and social movements to "Cage the Tiger" 

(TNCs). This project is now recognized as crucial for world survival and has 

been picked up by the citizens groups that came together around the failures 

of the Rio+20 conference.

Ward's insights into world dynamics were a deeper understanding of real world 

necessities and a resistance to the pseudo-necessities of  corporatism; it would 



be a mistake to presume that Ward was a utopian idealist or moralist, as

those who cannot get out of the liberal-conservative spectrum have commented. 

Ward was a spiritual activist that paralleled Gandhi's karma yoga. And like 

Gandhi this was not a renunciation of the world but an affirmation of its 

living capacities. 

But non-violence insistence  on truth coming out, ahimsa, always involves sacrifice.  

Ward's constant learning from many perspectives around the planet made 

his insights individuated beyond the horizons of national movements. This led to 

conflicts in U.S. movements that could not include international dynamics which, 

with Ward, I would argue are essential. Ward had hoped his final memoir  

"The Banality of Good " would explain his life long quests as well as the reasons

 for his separations from his family; but that was not to be.

Like Gandhi and Martin L. King, Ward Morehouse was a master of empowering 

resistance to suffering of all kinds and the cost of this was sacrifice, as well as 

the ecstasy of world wide loving associations.

His life exemplifies what spirituality now means more than ever to create a 

life-giving world community.

I, we all, have been privileged to be his friend, and to work with him and be 

included in his personal community.


